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“I am the master of my fate  I am the captain of my soul ”
William Ernest Henley
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HORIZON YACHTS 
NEW E75 LAUNCHED

In Taiwan Horizon Yachts have announced the launch of their new E75 motory-
acht, the latest addition to its ever-expanding series. An evolution in design of
the extremely popular E73 model, the new E75 model made her debut at the 2016
Sydney International Boat Show in Australia. The Horizon design team incorpo-
rated feedback from experienced Horizon yacht owners into the design of the
E75, resulting in a multi-functional and customizable layout that maximizes space
and features numerous innovative and convenient amenities.
The E75 model offers clients the choice of main-deck configuration depending
on their cruising lifestyle. Options include the traditional galley forward, dining
area midship, salon aft layout as well as galley amidships or galley aft configura-
tion. Large windows and sliding glass doors opening onto the aft deck create a
seamless indoor/outdoor entertaining space that encompasses 49’ 3” (15m).
Echoing the stylish exterior lines of the E88, this latest addition offers expansive
exterior areas in either a skylounge or open bridge configuration. The boat deck
features a bar with refrigerator and barbecue grill as well as the option of a
Jacuzzi. The forward deck is fitted with sunpads and a dinette for eight guests
while the main deck aft features a dinette and a large teak table for eight. A hy-
draulic hi-lo swim platform with dive gear stowage to either side of the transom
door allows for easy dive preparation and water access.
The efficient use of space aboard the E75 continues in the design of the lower deck,
which is offered in a three stateroom/two head or three stateroom/three head lay-
out. The master suite spans the yacht’s 18’6” (5.64m) beam and features a walk-in

closet as well as a his-and-hers ensuite with separate shower and tub. A VIP state-
room is located forward, with a convertible twin/guest stateroom to starboard. The
well-appointed crew quarters featuring bunk berths, a bathroom, a full-height re-
frigerator, basin, working bench, and washer/dryer are situated at the stern. Hull #1
of the E75 series has been customized for the Australian market and this skylounge
version features a Jacuzzi on the boat deck and a unique galley aft configuration on
the main deck. The aft deck is fitted with a large freezer for storing the day’s catch.
Equipped with ABT bow/stern thrusters, zero-speed stabilizers and standard twin
Caterpillar C-18s of 1150hp each, this model will achieve a 22-knot top speed.
Hull #2 of the E75 will make its Americas debut with Horizon Yacht USA at the
Fort Lauderdale International Boat Show in November. Customized for the Amer-
ican market, this skylounge version features the 3/3 stateroom layout with a
large custom window in the master. The main deck configuration places the galley
amidships with country kitchen forward. Equipped ABT bow/stern thrusters,
zero-speed stabilizers, custom Garmin NAV and the upgraded C-32 1600HP en-
gine package, this version has an 1,800gal (6,800 liter) fuel capacity and will
achieve a 27-knot top speed. “The E75 is testament to Horizon’s dedication to
the continuous improvement of our series offerings,” says Horizon Group
founder John Lu. “Incorporating the desires of experienced Horizon yacht owners
from around the world has created a stylish and efficient yacht that defies size
perception and offers entertainment areas that rival much larger builds.”
www.horizonyachts.com
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PROJECT DESIGN

Horizon’s New E98
Hull #1 of New Model
The latest and largest of Taiwanese Horizon Yacht’s E-series models is currently in build at their facility in Kaohsiung, Taiwan and is currently on schedule
for delivery to her American owner in early 2017. Ranked as the 5th largest yacht builder in the world, the new E98, whose lines were penned by Swedish
designer John Lindblom, brings the total number of models offered by the Horizon Group to 21, spread over eight different series. The all-new E98 is
heavily inspired by the brand’s successful E88 model, from the same designer, and the company promise it will offer the same properties of a high-per-
formance hull that will ensure cruising efficiency, stability and great seakeeping. An impressive 6’ draft will allow the E98 to cruise in shallower waters like
those of the Caribbean, expanding potential cruising destinations.
Conceived from owner feedback on the layout and features required of a larger motoryacht, the Horizon E98 is offered in both skylounge and open bridge
versions. An expansive aft deck and a bow seating area with a dinette and sunpads provide plenty of space for entertaining. Within a voluminous 23’
beam, the E98 boasts a spacious interior and layout that can be customized to an owner’s specifications. The standard layout includes a main salon, formal
dining, galley, and country kitchen forward on the main deck, with four spacious en suite guest staterooms plus crew quarters aft below deck. 
The E98 comes equipped with twin CAT 1,600hp C32s with the option to upgrade to 1,900hp, and boasts a fuel capacity of 4,500 US Gallons–40 percent
more than the E88 model. The first Horizon E98 motoryacht, named ‘Do It Now’ is currently in build for a repeat customer who is moving up from a Horizon
76 motoryacht. “The new Horizon E98 motoryacht, with her extensive indoor and outdoor spaces, flexible interior configurations and numerous amenities,
truly fits a market that we have seen arise in the last few years...clients who are not yet ready to make the leap to 110’ plus yachts, but are searching for
something larger than 90’,” said Horizon Group CEO John Lu. “The fact that hull one is going to a second-time Horizon owner is very exciting and also a
great compliment. We are eager to see the E98’s beauty come to life.”
This owner has specified an open bridge version with a fixed front glass windshield and EZ2CY side panels, which allows the area to be transformed from
open-air to enclosed and air-conditioned. On this deck, which features an L-shaped bar with seating for five and a large dinette, the owner has also in-
corporated a commercial ice box, hi/lo BBQ and storage for lounge chairs. Among the many owner customizations, “Do It Now” will feature a custom in-
terior that extends the main salon forward through the space normally occupied by the formal dining room. “Do It Now” is equipped with twin CAT 1900hp
engines and is estimated to achieve a top speed of 22.5-knots at half load.
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